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SUMMARY 
The purpose of this performed research was to establish the influence of the usage 
proportion of vegetal protein supplements on the microbiological quality indicators of 
compositions meant for filling in the manufacture of one semi-smoked salami assortment. 
Microbiological analyses were performed on fifteen composition samples manufactured 
in three technological variants (for each case was used one processing recipe): using the 
manufacture technology without protein supplements (recipe A); using the manufacture 
technology with 3% vegetal protein supplements (recipe B) and 5% vegetal protein 
supplements (recipe C), where one part of animal raw material (meat, bacon) had been 
replaced with vegetal protein supplements (recipe B and C). 
The results of microbiological exam highlighted the following aspects: the analysed 
samples are in accordance with O.M.S. 975/1998 requirements in the case of the following 
parameters: Salmonella /25 g (absent) and coagulazo-positive Staphylococcus/g (maximum 
10); One can observe values over the maximum admitted by the same O.M.S. both in the case 
of sulphite-reducing Clostridium (100 maximum) and Bacillus cereus (10 maximum): the 
number of Bacillus cereus germs is over the admitted value only in the case of one 
manufactured batch from C recipe (20% from analysed samples), this may be explained by an 
easy contamination with this germ of the textured protein concentrate (there were no values 
exceeding the maximum admitted in the case of the samples from B recipe); there were no 
values exceeding the maximum admitted in the case of coliform bacteria /g product and 
Escherichia coli /g product (1000 for the number of coliform bacteria /g product, respective 
100 for Escherichia coli /g product) that indicate a close observance of the hygiene norms 
through the technological operations until the filling operation; one can observe that in the 
case of the samples where the textured protein concentrate exceeded sulphite-reducing 
Clostridium and Bacilus cereus admitted values, these reverberated directly and 
mathematically in the composition meant for filling; in conclusion, the hygienic quality of the 
compositions is influenced both by the microbiological load of the protein supplements and 
the usage proportion in the manufacture technological recipes. 
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